The peacefully co-existence conference between the Dinka tribe of Pariang County in Unity State and the Messiria Tribe (Alfulita) of Kilek locality in southern Kordufan State.

The conference held at Dare-kuach, Alliny Payam in Pariang County was co-existence between the Dinka tribe of Pariang County and the Messiria tribe of Kilek Locality.

Under the Theme:

FOR THE PURPOSE (sic) OF BORDERLY TRIBES PEACEFULLY CO-EXISTANCES.

Under the Supervision of
Col Mabek Lang Mading Biluei-Pariang Country Commissioner
PSC Brig: Bender Ibrahim Abu El-Bulul-Kilek Locality commissioner
From 21-22 December 2009

The first day of conference program was covered with the exchange of words from the members of the conference and at the end they agreed to form a committee consisting of 5 members from both side and that this committee has to meet in Pariang town in order to reach an agreement on the remaining issues and to document the decision and the resolutions reached at the end of the conference

On the second day of the conference the discussion made by the committee came up with the following decisions and resolutions:

Decisions

1. To establish a joint court from the Dinka, Nuer chiefs and the Merriria El-Amara (chiefs) and that is for the purpose of judging of any future cases which may happen

2. To assign a joint police force from the two counties (Localities) to follow up reported cases between Pariang and Kilek and to exchange criminals from both side.
3. The joint committee shall conduct a monthly meeting in the HQS of the two counties (Localities)
4. To exchange the handing of criminal and be presented to the joint court in Dare-kuach
5. To disarm the Messiria nomad when entering Pariang border and as such their properties security shall be the responsibility of Pariang county authorities.

5. To establish a joint police station in El-teswiin (Pariang junction) to secure the Pariang Kilek road.
6. It the responsibility of the oil company to fund for road security from Unity state to Kilek.
7. Yearly taxes for one herd is 5 SDG
8. The Messiria children have right to continue education in Pariang area during their pasturing time
9. There should kindly treatment of the two sides constituencies from the security organ during their movement in the borders of two Localities (Counties)
10. The JIUS forces are only unit which allow to wear a uniform in the area and it is provident to any other regular security organ to weak uniform outside their designated area.
11. To issue an ID cart for each member of the joint committee in order help the move easier as they can.

Conference Resolutions:

1. To establish a joint committee between the two parties in purpose of designating and following up of the nomads (Messiria) pasturing location.
2. Payment of blood compensations of the victims and returning of the loosed properties to the owners of the two parties from 2009 two month starting from the date of signatory.
3. To address the Unity support box (Sunduk dam el-wada) to assist for the project services for the two localities.
4. To request from the oil company (GNPOC) to contribute toward the social development
5. To request from the oil company (GNPOC) to designated a 60% form the company normal workers to Pariang and Kilek
6. There shall be general meeting in August to discuses the routes of nomads (Messiria) to organize how to enter to Pariang and the second meeting shall be conduct in month of April for the same purpose.
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